Why Patrol-PC?

Built to Your Mission
18 Unique Benefits

Optimized For First Responder Performance, Ergonomics & Safety
RhinoTab

Patrol PC ultra-rugged tablets are 100% designed, manufactured and a
ssembled at our US factory. Our tablets are “purpose-built” to support the
unique mission and duties of mobile Police, Fire and EMS work, and are not
available to the general public. Using feedback from our customers, we have
incorporated (18) unique design and performance characteristics into our
computers that agencies have told us are important to them:

All-In-One Design & Compact Size

Protected Cable Pocket

Patrol PC tablets are single-piece, all-in-one, compact, self-contained
portable devices with no external moving parts, and no components in the
glove box or trunk. This eliminates the need for a full-sized docking station,
and minimizes space consumed in the vehicle cockpit.

Patrol PC tablets are designed with a protected pocket within the metal
frame that allows all of the cables and connectors to be completely enclosed
and tied down, removing the cables from the front or side or the computer
(or dock), and minimizing damage potential.

Uniquely Customizable to Your Mission – Built to Order

Space Utilization & Safety - Customized In-Dash Mounting

Patrol PC tablets are built to order to your specifications at our US factory.
We offer over (100) configurable options, allowing us to build you a
computer that is optimized to meet your goals for technology, performance,
support, ease-of-use, ergonomics, safety and budget.

Patrol PC and Hint Peripherals have designed a variety of in-dash and
standard vehicle mounts that minimize mounting hardware and consume
minimal cockpit space. This is done with no cutting into the dashboard,
minimizing vehicle airbag interference and protecting the vehicle factory
warranty.

Greatest Expandability in the Industry

RhinoTab Portable Tablet

RT-12i Fixed Mount Tablet

Patrol PC tablets are designed for industry-leading maximum expandability
while consuming the least amount of space. Patrol PC tablets can be
configured with up to (16) GB of RAM, 120GB to 4TB SSD hard drives,
(9) USB ports, (4) Ethernet ports, and internal 4G cellular modems.

Rugged Aluminum Frame
Powered by Intel Core I 5 and 7 processors
Microsoft Windows 7 or Windows 10
120GB to 4TB SSD hard Drives
4 to 16 MB RAM

• Up to 9 USB Ports
• Up to 4 Ethernet Ports
• 12.1” Ultra-Bright 1200 nits Touchscreen Display

•
•
•
•
•

Programmable Speed Buttons
Brightness and Sound Sliders
Built-In 2D eCitation Barcode Reader
Built In Wifi, Bluetooth, 4G LTE Cellular
Built-In ChargeGuard and Power Management

• Built-In Fingerprint Scanner or Prox Card
• -15F up to +149F
• Up to 7 years Parts & Labor Warranty

For e-Citation applications, Patrol PC offers an optional 2D driver’s license
scanner built into the frame of our tablet, which protects it from damage and
eliminates the need for an external device connected with a USB cable.

Built-in Secure Database Authentication

Patrol PC tablets are housed in a full-metal, virtually indestructible case
to protect all internal components. Our touch-screen displays are equally
ruggedized with armored glass we designed, and is highly resistant to
scratches and screen damage. We use solid state hard drives for
maximum reliability and shock resistance.

Patrol PC offers fingerprint readers and proximity card readers built into the
frame of our tablets, protecting them from damage, and satisfying the CJIS
requirement for two forms of login authentication to secure databases.

Power & Charge Guard

All Patrol PC Tablet components, including the motherboard, are fully
upgradeable in the future, allowing you to extend their useful and productive
life, eliminating the need to buy new computers as often, and significantly
reducing your total cost of ownership over time.

Fan-Less Operation /Temperature Performance Ranges

•
•
•
•
•

Built-In 2D e-Citation License Scanner

Ultra-Ruggedness/Durability

Patrol PC tablets run from 12VDC vehicle power, with a built-in charge
guard, eliminating the need for any external power adapter or charge
guard device. Start up and shut down parameters can be pre-programmed.

Patrol PC designs and manufactures all-in-one ultra-rugged tablet style MDT’s/MDC’s built exclusively for use in Police, Fire & EMS
vehicles. To meet the changing needs of First Responders, we offer two fully configurable product families: our RT-12i fixed mount
tablets and our RhinoTab portable tablets. Both tablets offer the perfect combination of form, fit, and function, are designed to optimize
user performance, ease-of-use, comfort, ergonomics and safety. Key features/benefits of both tablets include:

RhinoTab Desktop

Patrol PC tablets are designed to minimize heat and do not utilize fans,
extending the computer life. The entire frame is a heat-sink, with low
operating noise, and minimized dirt/dust contamination. Our tablets have
heaters for cold-weather use. Operating temperature is -15F to +149F.

Custom-Designed, Low Power, High Efficiency 1200
NITS LED Back-Lit Display

Future Upgradeable Technology – Eliminates Obsolescence

Emerging New Technology Integration Capabilities
Controlling 100% of our design, engineering and manufacturing operations
allows us to quickly incorporate new and emerging technologies like
scanners and prox cards, seamlessly and without the delays inherent in
typical industry mass-production manufacturing models.

US Direct-to-Factory Product Support

Our custom-designed, high-efficiency, high-resolution display allows full
daylight view-ability, consumes low energy and produces low heat, while
producing brilliant screen sharpness and reliability.

Our Massachusetts headquarters services all of the products that we
manufacture. Your support call is answered by a live, full-time Patrol PC
employee at the factory who is in the same building with the people who
designed and built your tablet, allowing for fast diagnosis, repair or
replacement of any product within 24-48 hours.

User Friendly Adjustable Brightness and Sound Sliders

Extended 7-Year Cover-to-Cover Product Warranty

All Patrol PC tablets contain user-adjustable brightness and sound sliders
on the front bezel. This allows operators to quickly and easily modify screen
brightness and intensity from full daylight viewable to barely on at night, and
adjust volume as needed. The computer also contains an optional ambient
light sensor that will auto-adjust screen brightness for the end-user.

Lowest Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Over Time

Ease of Use – Auto-Touch Programmable Buttons
Patrol PC’s (4) programmable buttons allow agencies to pre-set any
standard computer functions such as “Connect to Network”,
“Report-Writer”, “LPR”, “Video”, ”eCitations”, or any other computer
commands. These commands can then be protected with a password.

Patrol PC tablets come with a 3-year standard parts and labor warranty,
with an industry-leading optional extended parts and labor warranty for up
to (7) years from date of purchase.
TCO is not just the purchase price of a computer – anyone can sell you
an inexpensive pc. With a semi-indestructible metal housing, an available
7-year parts and labor warranty, and an optional full motherboard and Intel
chip upgrade, Patrol PC tablets are designed to provide you with the longest
useful life and lowest total cost of ownership over time.

For product specifications, please visit www.patrolpc.com

